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UK COSMIC SIG - April NewsLetter - Core-Group COSMIC-DevOps

Dear All,
Latest Event:
We are at a time where Charles wants to retire and the UK wants to assert its Brexit independence.
Please note the recent progress made in Poland re FSM (Charles E: 14/04/2019) and some other EU
countries are also very active in metrics.
The UK Metrics Challenge:

EU (27)

UK

Poland: See recent news
Netherlands: NESMA
France: ASSEMI

UK COSMIC
SIG

Finland, Italy, . . etc. .
It seems that there is room in the UK for a strong and dynamic UK COSMIC-SIG. Who wants to lead
it? The ideal SIG Leader is a Millennials coming from the IAG(*) . If this not one of you, it could be
someone you know. The earlier is the better.
Back to the confederated Core-Group COSMIC-DevOps:
Launching Stage – In Progress (E: 10/06/2019):
Three main tasks pertinent to the launch




Communication infrastructure: UKMIS chat-Room completed, SocMed activated, Co-ordination
centre at basics level
Invitation of participants: In progress. Offer to join is still available
Data gathering: in progress for the generic DevOps Life Cycle, Toolchains

And


Strawman study plan: In progress

Next Stages :



Revue of the Launch
Pre-study Plan
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Preliminaries

I would appreciate it if you could:




send me any comment useful for this study;
recommend any potentially interested participant, and;
point any orientation this study should take to satisfy your needs . .. or .. . curiosity.

DevOps Online Summit 2019
From the 8th to 11th April, I have attended a significant part of the DevOps Online Summit.
Many interesting points re the software development and its deployment also its Value Stream Mapping.
Core-Group
Please create your Core-Group on topics of Interest, UK COSMIC SIG needs as many relevant activities as
possible.
The key word of a SIG is _Interest_.

All the best.

By the way, forthcoming DevOps COSMIC problem: “What is the COSMIC size of this Apps?”, answer
“This is the size given by my tool!” . Well, do you see the problems?
Reading of the month:
“HMRC takes 'grow your own' approach to overcome DevOps skills shortages”, by Andrew Sheppard on
https://www.computing.co.uk/ctg/feature/3073067/hmrc-takes-grow-your-own-approach-to-overcomedevops-skills-shortages/page/2
Contact:
If you’d like to comment on or discuss any points raised above, I’ll be contactable, on a 24hours WhatsApp
notice, on:
Skype: bernard.londeix
Or, my Zoom (Personal Meeting Room)

https://us04web.zoom.us/j/5902859937

Kind regards,
Bernard
W: https://telmaco.com
(*) IAG: Industry, Academia, Government
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